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Founded in 1979, Attainment Company

Success is measured not by the height
one attains, but by the obstacles one
overcomes in its Attainment.
~ Booker T. Washington

is an independent, family-owned business based
in Verona, Wisconsin. We are dedicated to helping
people with disabilities succeed at school, work, and life. Don Bastian, founder and CEO, created
Attainment’s first product when he was a program coordinator at Rock County Rehabilitation
Services in Wisconsin. The Work Skill Development Program, which used a task analysis approach
to teach work skills and behaviors to young adults with disabilities, provides a strong foundation
for Attainment’s transition skill resources.

“

I love working
because it makes
me happy and I
get to do more
with my free time.

“

“

I love working
because it gives
me a paycheck and
I meet people at
work I can share
experiences with.

STEVE

NICK

“

I love working
because it makes me
proud. I have more
money for Bingo
and having a job
makes me feel like
an adult.

“
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Employability Skills—Soft Skills
Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond the Basics
Prepares individuals for social interaction challenges commonly
found at work
Individuals role play, analyze, and discuss seven work-related dilemmas as viewed from
the perspective of three different characters. Individuals are guided through a structured
process to resolve each dilemma. The dilemmas address seven universal character
virtues: Responsibility, Respect, Fairness, Citizenship, Trustworthiness, Caring, and Civic
Responsibility. The program consists of a full-color Trainee Book and Instructor’s Guide.
The Trainee Book is organized theatrically with settings, actors, and scenes. Trainee
Book activities focus on emotions, behaviors, and alternative methods to resolve
social problems.
Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond the Basics Introductory Kit

Lesson Sequence

AOS-08TR

ACT 3 – Fairness

Preparing for Acting . . .

Beyond the Stars . . .

1. What does Shana do that irritates Lizbeth? _____________________________________________

Communication Skill Builder

1. Lizbeth was irritated with Shana’s possessive behavior. Circle the cartoon that shows a
person who feels irritated.

____________________________________________________________________________________

Reflections . . .

Director’s Review . . .

2. Why does Lizbeth say that Shana’s behavior is unfair? ___________________________________
Fill in the star if you:
____________________________________________________________________________________

t
Scene 2 – Not What I Though

1. Underlined words to describe
3. How does Lizbeth communicate her displeasure with Shana’s behavior? ___________________
Lizbeth’s feelings
____________________________________________________________________________________
2. Circled words to describe Lizbeth’s
body

● Lesson Theme

. . . . . . . . . . .

language . . . . . . . . . .
____________________________________________________________________________________
3. Wrote how Shana’s behavior
irritated Lizbeth . . . . . . . .
. . . .
4. Wrote how Lizbeth communicated
her displeasure . . . . . . . .
.
5. Listed Lizbeth’s choices . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
List Lizbeth’s choices:
. . . .
6. Listened to the scene as it was
read . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
______________________________________________________________
. . .
7. Watched the actors and their
______________________________________________________________
actions . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
8. Talked out the scene with your
______________________________________________________________
teacher . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
2. Facial expression, posture, and positioning of arms and hands communicate feelings.
9. Acted out the scene with your
______________________________________________________________
teacher . . . . . . . . . . . . .How does an irritated person look?
. . .
Key Words: insistent, irritated, ill-tempered,
10. Acted out the scene with a
classmate . . . . . . . . . . . .
possessive
. ._________________________________________________________________________________
. . .

Thinking about Choices . . .

● The Scene
Setting: A table in a fruit juice bar

● Prepare for Acting

Actors: irritated Lizbeth and confused Shana

_________________________________________________________________________________
Total Filled-in Stars:
_________________________________________________________________________________

Lights, Camera, Action . . .
Scene: Lizbeth looked directly at Shana with an annoyed and irritated look on her face.

•

With frustration in her voice, she said, “Shana, when I said I was your friend, I didReread
not the scene.
Watch
expect you to phone, text, email, and visit me almost every day. You are becoming
a and listen as your teacher acts out the parts of
Lizbethalland Shana.
pain in the neck demanding my constant attention. It’s unfair to expect me to answer
of your needs.”
Pretend you are Lizbeth while your teacher pretends

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

•

● Director’s Review

Shana’s face crumpled with disappointment at Lizbeth’s words. Not feeling to be Shana.
comfortable, she mumbled, “I thought that you were my friend. What should I do?”
1. Talk out the scene with your teacher.

Feelings . . .

2. Lizbeth’s body language shows she feels:
a. irritated

b. thrilled

the Basics

•

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Pretend you are Shana while a classmate pretends
to be Lizbeth.

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

c. confused

3. Why does Lizbeth tell Shana she is becoming a pain in the neck?

Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond

3. Lizbeth felt that Shana’s behavior was very possessive. How might Shana change her
possessive behavior and keep Lizbeth as a friend?

2. Act out the scene with your teacher.

1. Underline two words in the scene that tell how Lizbeth is feeling.

● Problem Solving
● Reflections

By
June Stride, EdD

$79.00

Act out the scene with a classmate.

_________________________________________________________________________________

1. In your interact play, how did Lizbeth communicate her annoyance with Shana?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. If you were Lizbeth, what would you have said?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. How might Lizbeth’s comments change the friendship between the two girls?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
ACT 3 – Scene 2 • Page 53
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond the Basics
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Lizbeth was ill-tempered and annoyed with Shana.

ACT 3 – Scene 2 • Page 55

Star Jar

Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond the Basics

Fill in each numbered star that
you earned from above.

Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond the Basics

Page 56 • ACT 3 – Scene 2

Star Bar Graph

ACT 3 – Scene 2 • Page 57

Fill in the total stars
from the box above.
Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Page 58 • ACT 3 – Scene 2

Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond the Basics

the Basics

Connections in the Workplace Introductory Kit
Explores on-the-job relevant social situations
A designed program to extend and enhance an individual’s vocational social skills by exploring
relevant, on-the-job social situations in an illustrated short-story format. It was written to connect
trainees to on-the-job expectations and situations, related vocabulary building, and social
skills development needed to negotiate real-life challenges. Topics covered include: cell phone
etiquette, avoiding job responsibilities, becoming a trustworthy employee, and appropriate social
behavior. Connections in the Workplace is a program designed by Dr. June Stride to extend and
enhance client vocational social skills. The Introductory Kit includes software.
Connections in the Workplace Introductory Kit
Connections in the Workplace Software

CON-15TR
CON-07TR

$159.00
$99.00

Scripted Vocational Role Plays
Role plays provide an effective and relevant means
of teaching work-related social skills
Covers the essentials of vocational preparation: career considerations; looking,
applying, and interviewing for a job; losing a job; and vocational communications.
Prepares transition individuals for the world of work. Carefully crafted role plays
provide an effective and relevant means of teaching work-related social skills.
Scripted Vocational Role Plays

4

PAR-02TR

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

$29.00

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Blended
Curriculum

Explore Social Skills Introductory Kit
Provides step-by-step instruction on important social skills
An intervention program for adolescents and young adults with developmental
disabilities, including autism. It focuses on 50 important skills and provides
individuals with step-by-step instruction through video modeling, photo-based
directions, and role playing. A trainer-monitored, self-assessment procedure keeps
individuals engaged in learning and demonstrating social skills essential to the
job, daily living, and recreation/leisure experiences.
Explore Social Skills Introductory Kit

ESS-12TR

$279.00

iPad App
Card Set

Video Modeling DVD
Software

AGE

Student Book

Neutral
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calm

angry

scared

Explore Social Skills 2 Introductory Kit
NEW!

Explores emotions, facial expressions, and behaviors
An essential skill to working and living with others is to understand how they
feel. Some individuals with disabilities experience difficulties with knowing
emotions and what to do in various situations. Explore Social Skills 2 helps
individuals identify emotions correctly and then teaches them what to do.
Explore Social Skills 2 Introductory Kit

1-800-327-4269

ESS-210TR

$99.00

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
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Do the Right Thing Introductory Kit
Read about and analyze community-based social situations
Individuals experience community-based social situations using an illustrated,
short story format. Do the Right Thing highlights 25 stories that feature four
primary characters. Each six-page story begins with vocabulary and definitions,
and ends with comprehension questions. Engaging and realistic illustrations
support the story line. Text is written in a clear, easy-to-read style, with no more
than 100 words per page. Topics include: stranger danger, hospital visit, dealing
with an accident, and preparing for a social event. The Introductory Kit
includes software.
Do the Right Thing Introductory Kit
Do the Right Thing Software

DRT-15TR
DRT-07TR

$159.00
$99.00

Self-Determination Introductory Kit
Teach transition skills through self-determination
A discussion catalyst for social issues, with reading, comprehension, vocabulary,
and functional math skills as added bonuses. Most of all, these stories have
instilled a sense of pride in the individuals themselves, helping them to see
what they can accomplish if they try. The stories also lend themselves to group
discussions about the story topics. Clients build reading skills and learn strategies
to improve themselves. The stories tackle self-determination issues that are typical
for individuals their age. There are four self-determination topics included, with
four stories under each topic. The Introductory Kit includes software.
Self-Determination Introductory Kit

SDR-15TR

$159.00		

Self-Determination Reader Software
Four

Topics

1
2
3
4

Teach transition skills and reading comprehension with
short stories that focus on self-determination

Take Control
Choose Wisely
Handle Problems
Aim High

Self-Determination Reader Software

SDR-07TR

$99.00

Focus on Feelings
Explore real-life feelings and identify appropriate responses
Focus on Feelings is a collection of photo-illustrated lessons that help adolescents and
young adults recognize and understand the way people are likely to feel in a variety of
life situations. Software and PDF are included in Introductory Kit purchase.
Focus on Feelings Introductory Kit

FF-15TR

$129.00		

Focus on Feelings Software
Explore real-life feelings with photos, stories, and activities
Focus on Feelings Software

6

FF-07TR

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

$99.00

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Conversation Skills
Essential communication skills for successful job experiences
Workers with developmental disabilities often lose jobs and experience other social problems
because of poor conversation skills and subsequent isolation. Conversation Skills, by speech
and language therapist Dr. Marilyn Banks, covers basic and
essential communication skills and helps young people
enjoy successful job experiences and more fulfilling and
independent social lives. It turns its participants into highsoaring, independent leaders in the art of conversation
with two books that provide basic conversation skills to
individuals with developmental disabilities and show them
how to initiate social interactions. With 50-plus self-managed
lessons, Conversation Skills is self-paced and takes only 12
weeks of biweekly, 10-minute training sessions during which
individuals acquire a ready social repertoire. All materials in
the book are reproducible. Conversation Skills II teaches
individuals how to remember names, develop friendships
at work and in the community, and extend conversations
beyond a one-answer response.
Conversation Skills Curriculum

CJ-05TR

$69.00

By Marilyn Banks, EdD

Managing Threatening
Confrontations DVD

Job Coaching Strategies

Understand and manage escalating behaviors

A concise, goal-oriented staff development program

This dramatic video presents Paul White’s five-stage framework
for managing escalating behaviors, using situational reenactments performed by actors with disabilities. This video
helps job coaches, instructors, and assistants understand how
to manage escalating behaviors. It’s great as in-service training
for new staff or for staff who are new to individuals with
behavior issues.

Job Coaching Strategies is a concise, goal-oriented staff development
program. The manual and DVD follow the chronology of a successful job
placement—from getting to know your client to maintaining employer
relations. A Handbook for Supported Employment features real-life
examples to illustrate techniques and strategies and provides useful
forms like functional assessments and work site analysis. This manual
begins the learning process by providing the needed information to be
a great job coach.

Managing Threatening Confrontations DVD
MG-06TR
$39.00

1-800-327-4269

Job Coaching Strategies

JC-17TR

$59.00

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
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Employability Skills—Applied Skills
Job Search
Curriculum
Features the JobWeb disc,
Job Ads & Career Paths
Learn valuable information on how
to choose and get a job. Clients use
JobWeb to get valuable vocational
information by exploring 30
simulated websites. Clients search for
job vocabulary, investigate company
background, submit interest in a job
via email, and print job applications.
The Jobs Ads & Career Paths book
focuses on the application process
for jobs commonly found in your
community. Includes 150 client
worksheets that can be photocopied
or printed from PDF. Worksheets
cover job comparisons, interest
matching, and “finding the details.”
The overall purpose of the Job Ads
& Career Paths program is to teach
individuals to critique job ads and to
provide an awareness of the careers
behind the 30 main job ads that are
critiqued.
Job Search Curriculum
JS-10TR
$59.00

Off to Work
Prepare for Employment
Off to Work helps you prepare people with disabilities
to succeed at competitive or supported employment.
Dozens of reproducible forms help with finding a
job, job placement, keeping a job, job training,
and advocacy.
Off to Work

FW-10TR

$39.00

Community-Based
Vocational Training
Hands-on vocational experiences
Set up and maintain community-based
vocational training programs to prepare
individuals for the job market. Create
vocational experiences with this handson, how-to manual. It helps you create
and maintain community-based vocational
experiences for individuals with significant
disabilities. The book’s 10 chapters follow a
sequence of successful job placement—from
getting started to on-site job training. Stresses
functional assessments, transition planning,
and supportive employment options.
Community-Based Vocational Training

CB-02TR

$49.00

Get a Job Curriculum
Focus on preparing for a job interview
Workers regularly lose jobs because of difficulties in
social situations that inevitably arise in job settings.
Difficulties in communicating and maintaining
appropriate appearance often are the largest barriers
to securing and maintaining employment for young
adults. Clients need more than information and tips
about how to behave on the job. They need to have
ample opportunity to experience and practice steps
which lead to a successful job experience. The basic
skills for success in the job interview are the same
core skills for success in the work setting. The Get a
Job Curriculum addresses these skills by preparing
the client for the job interview.
Get a Job Curriculum
GJ-02TR
$29.00

8

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

By Corinne Thomas-Kersting, CCC-SLP
Dona Schumacher, OTR/L

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Learning to Work
Empowers & shows individuals with
disabilities in work settings
Photo-illustrated stories showing people with disabilities in actual work settings.
The work-themed stories feature a simple, consistent structure using repetitive
phrases and sentences to help individuals focus on the text. Photos correspond
closely to the stories’ content. The primary characters are people with disabilities
shown in actual work settings: a medical facility, a garden center, and a fastfood restaurant. An activity page encourages readers to talk about their own
experiences using a review-and-discuss format. Includes PDF.
Learning to Work
Learning to Work eBook

LTW-02TR
EB-LTW-02TR

Garden Center

$59.00
$29.00		

Food Service

Hospital

Everybody’s Working DVD
It’s All Part of the Job DVD
Focus on job skills

Success stories trigger client discussion
on great work skills

It’s All Part of the Job is a multiple award-winning DVD,
featuring real-life workers with developmental disabilities and
their employers and what skills are important in the working
world. Focuses on five important skills needed to succeed on the
job: Dress Right, Be on Time, Be Ready, Be a Team Member, and
Be Friendly.

Everybody’s Working models positive work behaviors by
featuring success stories of several employees with disabilities:
Larry took advantage of opportunities for advancement;
Bob made innovations at the greenhouse; Maurice overcame
skepticism to become a valued employee; and Sue decided to
pursue a new career. Each biography triggers discussion on
important issues and role models positive work behaviors.

It’s All Part of the Job DVD

Everybody’s Working DVD

1-800-327-4269

WW-06TR

$39.00

EW-06TR

$39.00

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
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Real-life

MATH

Explore Math
Worksheets

Explore Math
Real-life math applications
Focuses on functional math concepts
like spending money, telling time,
keeping a calendar, following maps,
reading graphs, and understanding
paychecks. The Introductory Kit
includes both Client Books and PDF.

By Judi Kinney, MS

Explore Math
Introductory Kit
Client Book 1
Client Book 2

EM-12TR
EM-01TR
EM-02TR

$259.00
$34.00
$34.00

Vocabula

Explore Budgeting Introductory Kit

2

EM-B10TR
EM-B01TR

a way to

invest mon
ey
in a bank

a fine

money a
bank cha
rges whe
loan is not
n
paid on time a

3

Explore Budgeting is designed to teach individuals how to create and use a budget. Learn
how much money you have available and what its relative value is, how to stay within a
budget, and consequences for not adhering to it. Skills covered in the workbook include
budgeting and money problems, such as how to purchase items while staying within a
budget, getting and paying off loans or credit cards, where to invest in order to make a
profit, and how to put together a budget. What are projected expenses and how do you
keep track of them, and how can you avoid splurges and other unnecessary purchases?
The Introductory Kit includes Client Book and PDF.
Explore Budgeting Introductory Kit
Explore Budgeting Client Book

bank CD

1

Focus on skills needed to set and stick to a budget

401K plan
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save for old
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NEW!
Math for Life
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Math linked to everyday life skills
Math for Life links life skill themes to six core academic concepts, adding relevance
and appeal to math instruction for individuals with disabilities. The curriculum provides
in-depth assistance and opportunities for practicing basic math used on the job, as well
as age-appropriate examples of math used in daily life. Pick and choose both units and
specific skill sheets based on each individual’s specific needs. Have clients work at their
own pace and provide assistance as needed. Access the accompanying CD activities for
individuals who need additional practice or who are ready for more-advanced practice
with the unit skills.
Math for Life

10

MFL-10TR

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
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$89.00
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AGE

Neutral

Stages Math Software
Practice essential math skills
Number sense is foundational to using mathematics in everyday life. Stages Math is a number
sense program for instruction and assessment. Activities are provided in nine key math skill areas.
Each skill area has customizable settings. For example, you can select activities like counting
money, identifying/making patterns, adding, subtracting, sorting, and more! Clients begin within
the parameters you set. Data gathered during instructional practice and assessments provide
feedback on achievement, questions asked, user responses, and time spent on each skill.

Choose from nine skill areas

Functional

MATH

Stages Math Software
Stages Math iPad App

SG-M07TR
APP-SG-M07TR

$129.00
$40.00

Dollar & Cents Software
Three outstanding interactive math practice
and application programs in one

Counting Coins

Software

The new Dollars & Cents features three progressive programs:
Counting Coins, Spending Money, and Making Change. All feature
clear, realistic graphics and an easy-to-navigate interface—plus
our money talks! Personalize each program: select activities,
determine which coins and bills are presented, choose U.S. or
Canadian currency. Counting Coins has four activities: Naming,
Matching, Sorting, and Vending Machine. In Spending Money,
individuals shop for items and pay for them with computer cash,
using the exact amount or the next-dollar approach. In
Making Change, the most advanced program, clients
function as store clerks, entering purchases and giving
back change. This is an ideal module for job training.
Dollar & Cents Software
Dollar & Cents iPad App

DO-07TR
APP-DO-07TR

$99.00
$40.00

Spending Money
App

UPDATED!

Looking for Words Software
Teaches functional words in realistic contexts
A great way to integrate word instruction with reasoning skills. Ideal for
individuals learning vocabulary who need realistic contexts. Looking for
Words teaches hundreds of words in home, school, job, and community
settings. Select any object in 24 carefully illustrated scenes for speech
and text identification. Animation, engaging graphics, and interesting
environments keep clients focused. The instructor can determine the words
embedded in the scenes where clients search for words assigned by the
instructor. Where would you find a bus pass, ticket, broom, or mailbox?
How about a fire hydrant, office building, or fast-food restaurant? In the
explore option, individuals freely move among home, school, job, and
community locations, learning new words as they go. Use the scene print
option to create exercises or booklets.
Looking For Words Software
Looking For Words iPad App

1-800-327-4269

LW-07TR
APP-LW-07TR

$99.00
$40.00

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
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Life Skill Readers

Safety Skills Reader
Introductory Kit

Provides instruction on community,
personal, school, signs, transportation,
and work environments

Essential everyday safety skills
Safety Skills Reader features 26 illustrated
stories covering essential everyday safety
skills. Each four- to sixpage story is wonderfully
illustrated in a graphic novel
style using adult characters
with text written at a 3rdgrade reading level—making
ideal for individuals who
with reading. The software
can read the stories aloud
professional narration and
be highlighted word by
word, line by line,
or by complete
sentence. Graphics are plentiful,
contemporary, and age-appropriate. The Introductory
Kit includes Safety Skills Reader Software.

Life Skill Readers presents 40 stories
in six areas: Community, Personal,
School, Signs, Transportation,
and Work. Stories describe places
(grocery stores, restaurants), things
(community signs),
and activities (going
on a date). Each story
ends with a series of
questions to ensure
individuals gained
the appropriate
information from
the passage. The
software can read
text aloud and
highlight word by
word, line by line,
or by complete
sentences. Graphics
are plentiful, contemporary, and age-appropriate.
The Introductory Kit includes software and PDF.
Life Skill Reader Introductory Kit
Life Skill Readers Book

LSR-15TR
LSR-00TR

Safety Skills Reader Introductory Kit
Safety Skills Reader Book

SFR-15TR
SFR-00TR

it
struggle
with
text can

$129.00
$34.00

$129.00
$34.00

Life Skill Reader Software
A photo-illustrated reading comprehension
program featuring contemporary life skill themes
Life Skill Readers Software presents 40 stories in six areas:
Community, Personal, School, Signs, Transportation, and Work.
Stories describe places (grocery stores, restaurants), things
(community signs), and activities (going on a date). Each story
ends with a series of questions to ensure individuals gained the
appropriate information from the passage. The software can
read text aloud and highlight word by word, line by line, or by
complete sentences. Graphics are plentiful, contemporary, and
age-appropriate.
Life Skill Reader Software
LSR-07TR
$99.00

Safety Skills
Reader Software
Essential, everyday
safety skills
Safety Skills Reader Software
features 26 illustrated stories
covering essential everyday safety
skills. Each four- to six-page story is
wonderfully illustrated in a graphic
novel style using adult characters
with text written at a 3rd-grade reading level—making it ideal for
individuals who struggle with reading. The software can read the
stories aloud with professional narration and text can be highlighted
word by word, line by line, or by complete sentence. Graphics are
plentiful, contemporary, and age-appropriate.
Safety Skills Reader Software

12
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SFR-07TR

$99.00
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AGE

Edmark Time Telling

Neutral

Read standard and digital clocks
Time Telling uses a learning approach to teach clients to read standard
and digital clocks, plus write and say the time of day. Basic time telling is
broken down into 95 discrete skills. Each skill is taught step-by-step using
a self-correcting method honed through years of research. Appropriate for
individual or small group instruction. The 95 reproducible skill pages are
divided into nine progressively challenging lessons, each with score sheets
and instructions. Lesson One begins with number recognition, while Lesson
Nine requires the client to “read” clocks to the minute.
Edmark Time Telling

MatchTime Software

TT-10TR

$79.00

TM

Programmed approach to learning time skills
MatchTime Software features a programmed learning approach for individuals who
struggle with time concepts. Four progressively difficult levels provide sequences of
multiple-choice exercises. Individuals progress from finding the clock that matches
the sample clock and then move on to more complex time concepts. Uses both
digital and analog clocks.
MatchTime Software
MatchTime iPad App

MT-07TR
APP-MT-07TR

Hour tab

$99.00
$40.00

Day Planner
Follow a schedule
and be on time
Size: 8.5” x 5.5” closed

Minute tab
Digital conversion

TimeWheel

TM

Use a realistic clock to help learn to tell time
TimeWheel is a hands-on model clock that helps teach timetelling skills by showing both digital time and its analog
equivalent. Individuals set the TimeWheel by turning the
hour and minute hands.
TimeWheel

CL-01TR

1-800-327-4269

$12.00

The reusable laminated booklet segments days of the week
into increments for planning purposes. Individuals practice
writing their daily schedule or work schedule to develop
strong organizational and task completion skills.
Day Planner
Six Day Planner Books

DP-01TR
DP-06TR

$9.00
$49.00

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
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Work-Based Skills
Computers at Work Software

Software

Emulate computer procedures used in business
Computers at Work Software focuses on actual computer skills that prepare
users for office jobs. The software includes Order Processing and Data Entry,
which challenge individuals to work independently for an hour or more while
learning real office procedures. As skills improve, users progress from simple
tasks to jobs common in today’s workplace such as entering orders, checking
inventories, and determining payment methods.
Computers at Work Software
Computers at Work iPad App

CW-07TR
APP-CW-07TR

$169.00
$40.00

Data Entry

Order Processing

iPad App
Feedback
Error

Inventory

14
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Data Entry

info@AttainmentCompany.com

Readiness-Voc
Hands-on activities that teach beginning work skills

Buy all and save!

Incorporates money, time, measurement, numeracy, sequencing, and
functional work words. Activities include everything you need to set up
a learning-to-work activity program.

Includes all 10 activities shown below

Number Line Assembly
Place color-coded pegs in a sequential jig to
solve printed problem cards. Three levels progress
from matching to add/subtract problems. Excellent
hands-on math for individual or small group learning.
Three progressive sets of problem cards teach fundamental
number skills. Includes sequential jig/number lines, a set of
problem cards in three levels, 60 wooden pegs in two colors,
instructions, and bins and boxes for storage.

Number Line Assembly

400TR

$119.00

Readiness Voc Activities
AWA-16TR $795.00

Money Packaging
Package coins and bills to match
printed money cards. Three levels
of difficulty with coins (pennies,
nickels, dimes, quarters, and dollars),
$1.00-$100.00 bills. Also includes two
money trays cards, envelopes,
bins and instruction.

Money Packaging
401TR
$79.00

Clock Setting

Clip Sequencing

Accurately identify time by setting hands
on model clocks to match printed time
cards. Three levels of difficulty:
By the hour, by the minute and
elapsed time. Includes 24 plastic
model clocks, time cards, bins,
and Instructions.

Follow basic patterns by attaching
wooden clips to printed pattern
cards. Three levels of difficulty
feature AB, ABB, AAB and ABC
patterns. Includes 144 clips in
four colors, pattern cards, bins,
boxes, and instructions.

Clock Setting
402TR
$79.00

Clip Sequencing
403TR
$79.00

Magnet Assembly

Dowel Inspection

Construct magnet assemblies to
match printed model cards. Three
levels of difficulty require students to
match the number/color of magnets
and washers and whether they repel or
attract. Includes 72 ring magnets in
six colors, washers, rods and stoppers,
packaging tubes, model cards, bins, and instructions.

A packaging task. Match and package
painted wood dowels using a qualitycontrol jig. Three lengths (with 1/8-inch
tolerance) are acceptable—other sizes
are rejects. Includes 84 dowels, sixcompartment organizer, measuring jig,
bin, and instructions.

Magnet Assembly

404TR

$129.00

Dowel Inspection
405TR
$79.00

Cube Weighing

Day Card Packaging

Three levels of difficulty
require varying weight
tolerances. Includes 400
plastic cubes in two colors,
a digital scale, bins, reusable
zipper bags, printed cards,
and instructions.

Insert day-of-the-week cards into
vinyl pockets to answer prepared
questions. Three levels of difficulty
progress from basic matching to
looking up answers in an illustrated weekly planner to
accommodate the various levels of problem solving. Includes
question and response cards, weekly planner, 24 vinyl pockets,
12-compartment tray, storage bins, and instructions.

Cube Weighing
406TR
$99.00

Day Card Packaging

407TR

$79.00

Month Card Packaging

Shopping Card Packaging

Insert month cards into vinyl pockets
to answer prepared questions. Three
levels of difficulty progress from basic
matching to looking up answers in an
illustrated calendar. Includes question
and response cards, monthly calendar,
30 vinyl pockets, 12-compartment tray,
storage bins, and instructions.

Insert shopping cards into vinyl pockets to answer
prepared questions. Three levels of difficulty
progress from basic sorting to completing
picture/word shopping lists. Includes 288
color-coded shopping cards stored in a
12-compartment tray, question cards, three
vinyl pockets, storage bins, and instructions.

Month Card Packaging

1-800-327-4269

408TR

$79.00

Shopping Card Packaging
410TR
$79.00
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Buy all and save!
Pre-Voc One
PV-17TR $865.00
Includes all 10 activities shown below

Ten basic work activities with classic materials
Each work task/activity includes step-by-step instructions, progress
monitoring tools, and all the necessary parts, bins, and boxes for a
client to demonstrate quality in applied and soft work skills.

Brush and Comb Sort Assembly

Plastic Pipe Assembly

A sorting task with clear tactile variation
between the brushes and combs. Items
also vary in color, providing the option
of color matching with assembly. Take the
brushes and combs from the single-compartment bin
and sort them into the divided bin. Includes 18 brushes in 3 colors,
18 combs in 3 colors (all durable and washable), bins, and instructions.

A simple two-, three- or five-piece
assembly task that requires light
strength. Assembly involves inserting
a PVC tube into a PVC coupling. A jig is
provided to hold one of the pieces so the
assembly can be done using only one hand if necessary.
The instructions detail many variations for this task.

Brush and Comb Sort Assembly 100BTR

Plastic Pipe Assembly 203TR

$89.00

Size Sort
Task introduces basic size discrimination
with or without color used for cue redundancy.
In the standard task 180 plain wooden dowels
(45 each of four sizes) are sorted into separate
bin compartments. In the cue-redundant variation
(each of the four choices is unique in size and color) 80 color-coded dowels
are sorted. Includes all bins and instructions. Sorting tasks stress quality.

Size Sort

103TR

$69.00

$109.00

Toothbrush Tube
Assembly
The task requires following a
color-coded pattern to package
highlighters in a display box. Match highlighters to a color pattern
pad and place in a display box. User will close the box by fastening
the lid, then place the box in the right compartment of the red
divided storage bin with the tabbed end facing out.

Toothbrush Tube Assembly 300TR

$99.00

Spoon Sort

Highlighter Packaging

User sorts five types of spoons, from two
types of wood spoons to three types of metal
spoons. Can also be used as a very basic twoitem sort using only large plastic and small metal
spoons. Includes 36 metal spoons, 24 wood
spoons, 2 cutlery trays, and bins. Also included
are step-by-step instructions and data sheets.

The task requires following a coded pattern
to package highlighters in a display box.
Match highlighters to a color pattern pad
and place in a display box. User will close
the box by fastening the lid, then place
the box in the right compartment of
the red storage bin.

Spoon Sort 101TR

Highlighter Packaging 301TR

$79.00

Very durable plastic combs
slip smoothly into vinyl
holders for a basic twopiece assembly. All materials
are washable. There are
many variations available
for this task.

Comb Set Assembly 200TR

Basic categorizing task with
color and shape cues. This task
requires accurate assembly of
nuts and bolts. Large, colorful
parts are easy to handle and use.

$79.00

Nut and Bolt Assembly
202TR $79.00

Cue Variable Sort

Color Match Collating

A flexible task that allows sorting of 2-36
types of pieces. Users learn to ignore
irrelevant dimensions. When sorting by
shape, for example, the worker must
attend to the shape cue and ignore the
size and color differences. There are many
variations available for this task.

Users learn color matching,
sequencing, and inserting while
following changing patterns.
Workers insert a pattern card
into a plastic envelope, then insert
colored sheet to match the pattern.
Variations for this task are provided.

Cue Variable Sort

Color Match Collating

105TR

$159.00

Nut and Bolt
Assembly

Comb Set Assembly
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Pre-Voc Two

Buy all and save!

Ten intermediate work activities with familiar materials

Pre-Voc Two
PV-20TR $1095.00

Each activity includes step-by-step instructions, progress monitoring tools,
and all the necessary materials, bins, and boxes for a client to demonstrate
quality applied and soft work skills.

Includes all 10 activities shown below

Six Item Organizing

Hose Nozzle Assembly

This mid-range organizing task introduces
inspection and quality control of relevant
cues including surface condition. Includes
metal plates of two types—aluminum and
brass, in two shapes—square and hexagon,
with the aluminum pieces with and without holes.
Includes 120 metal plates of six types and all bins.

This moderately complex task
involves turning and assembly of
a durable, familiar product. A jig is
provided for one-handed assembly.
Includes 24 three-part plastic hose
nozzles, a jig, and all bins/boxes.

Six Item Organizing

108TR

$119.00

Hose Nozzle Assembly
206TR
$99.00

Rubber Parts Categorizing

Four Compartment Packaging

User categorizes items, attending
to the individual differences between
all the parts. There are four types of
bushings and grommets—placed into
three categories. Includes 240 rubber
parts, organizer, and bins.

Each four compartment box is packaged with
material following a given pattern (A or B).
The procedure requires the worker to
take an empty box from the bin, read
the letter on the inside of the box lid, and match
the packaging pattern of the correspondingly lettered sample.
Includes 192 small parts of four types, 24 plastic boxes, and all bins.

Rubber Parts Categorizing
109TR $139.00

Four Compartment Packaging

303TR

$159.00

Pencil Packaging

Snap Box Packaging

An assembly, inserting and packaging
task. The user will assemble a set of
pencils, erasers, a tube and insert the
pencils & erasers into the tube. Includes
144 pencils, 144 erasers, 30 plastic
tubes, 60 caps, a jig and all bins.

A mid-range packaging task using
counting skills. Use its unique jig for task
completion. User checks the number on
the bottom of each snap box (1-5), inserts
a matching number of plastic pieces, then
closes the box and stores it in the bin. Includes 80 snap boxes, 250
insert plates, a number jig and all bins.

Pencil Packaging
303ATR $99.00

Snap Box Packaging

304TR

$129.00

Key Ring Assembly

Container Packaging

The task requires holding the base and
pulling back the collar to open it, while
taking the pin piece and inserting it.
Attachment of the rings can be added to
increase complexity. The standard task is
done with the rings attached to both the
base and the pin. Includes 40 metal key rings and all bins.

Begins with a five-piece assembly using
inserting, snapping, and packaging
skills (containers assembled prior to
packaging). Includes 50 large and 50
small caps and containers, 50 inserts,
5 packaging boxes, a training jig, and all bins. The jig is provided to
help workers complete the task with the use of only one hand.

Key Ring Assembly

Container Packaging

205ATR

$99.00

305TR

Coupling Assembly

Dice Packaging

This moderate skill level turning
task uses an industrial compression
coupling. In the procedure, a metal
nut is attached by hand to one end
of the base, then another nut is
attached to the other end of the base.
Includes 100 metal nuts, 50 bases, and all bins.

Users learn pattern agreement
and packaging skills as they
package dice into plastic boxes.
Includes 216 dice in three colors,
72 dowels, 36 snap boxes,
and all bins.

Coupling Assembly

205TR

1-800-327-4269

$119.00

$129.00

Dice Packaging
305ATR $99.00
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Pre-Voc Three

Buy all and save!

Ten advanced work activities using recognizable materials

Pre-Voc Three
PV-30TR $1795.00

Each activity includes step-by-step instructions, progress monitoring tools,
and all the necessary materials, bins, and boxes for a client to demonstrate
quality applied and soft work skills.

Twenty-Four Item Categorizing

Faucet Assembly

A difficult task requiring attention to
three dimensions: color (silver and gold),
shape (circle, square, rectangle, hexagon),
and thickness (thin, medium, thick).
Requires subtle discriminations skills.
Includes 120 aluminum pieces
and all bins.

This task requires assembly of industrial
PVC faucets in exact sequences using a
screwdriver. Each faucet consists of
nine pieces of varying size. The task
includes 12 faucets, a screwdriver,
and all bins. Assembly instructions, performance norms,
data sheets, and disassembly instructions included.

Twenty-Four Item Categorizing

110TR

$219.00

Connector Assembly
A five-piece, fine-motor, and tooluse task that requires inserting,
turning, and using a screwdriver.
Each industrial cable connector
includes a base piece, large nut,
plate, and two screws. This complex assembly introduces the use of
a hand tool and a screwdriver to assist in the assembly process.

Connector Assembly

207TR

$119.00

Faucet Assembly

211TR

$165.00

PVC Connector
Assembly and Packaging
Assemble five PVC pieces into a connector. Disassemble the PVC Connector
into five pieces and packaging in five-compartment divider boxes. Practice
a five-part assembly involving turning and inserting using the correct
sequence and placement. Or disassemble the five parts and package with
each part going into its own compartment in a five-compartment divider
box. The Connectors are made of heavy-duty PVC, metal and plastic.

PVC Connector Assembly and Packaging

306ATR

$199.00

Flashlight Assembly

Weighing and Bagging

This task involves fine motor control
and self-checking quality control.
This is a complex seven-piece assembly
requiring inserting, sequencing, and
turning. Assemble the flashlight and see
it work! Correctly assembled, the light goes on.
Includes 24 pen flashlights with batteries and all bins.

A weighing, bagging, and zipping
task using a dial-face scale. User
weighs plates to within 3-5 oz., then
bags, zips. and stores the bagged plates. Includes a 16 oz. platform
scale, 225 metal plates, 50 plastic zip bags, and all bins. The tabs on
the scale are removable. The instructor may alter the weight criterion.
Extra bags are provided in case a lesser weight is chosen.

Flashlight Assembly

Weighing and Bagging

209TR

$195.00

307TR

$249.00

Clip and Ring Assembly

Bagging and Heatsealing

Mid-level assembly requiring
discrimination and packaging skills. Slide
metal and plastic rings on spring-loaded
carabiner clips, matching ring color to the sample and placing each clip
in the storage bin when completed. The clips are large (3 x 1½-inch)
and easy to open and close. Comes with 24 carabiner clips, 180 rings in
6 colors, and all bins. The instructions detail variations for this task.

Introduces use of industrial
equipment—a heatsealer. A safety
feature on the heatsealer allows
heating and sealing of plastic bags,
but prevents burning of fingers. Procedure involves counting,
bagging, sealing, and packing. Includes 360 plastic poker chips in
three colors, 500 plastic bags, a heatsealer, and bins.

Clip and Ring Assembly

Bagging and Heatsealing

210ATR

$129

308BTR

$219.00

Sprinkler Assembly

Office Supplies Processing

A complex task requiring
sophisticated turning and
sequencing manipulations to
assemble this durable sevenpiece item. Includes 24 plastic
underground lawn sprinklers
and all bins.

Package office supplies in divider boxes
following directions (words or symbols)
on order cards. A complex packaging task
involving multiple parts and patterns over an extended work
period. Includes 32 divider boxes, 64 order cards in two difficulty
levels, hundreds of supplies like pencils, rulers, erasers, paper
clips, fasteners, rubber bands, and all bins.

Sprinkler Assembly
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$155.00
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$299.00
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Blended
Curriculum

Life Skills—Daily
Explore Your Community
Essential skills for independent living

Explore Your Community teaches a wide range of independent living skills by
focusing on 24 community-oriented lessons. It covers the basics like Operating
an Elevator and Dining in a Fast Food Restaurant, as well as Riding a Bus and
Asking for Help. Explore Your Community seamlessly integrates print materials
with video, software, and iPad app to compliment everyone‘s learning style. This
approach increases community involvement while helping you teach clients with
varying abilities. The Introductory Kit includes Client Book, Software, and PDF.
Explore Your Community Introductory Kit
Explore Your Community Client Book

EYC-12TR
EYC-01TR

$249.00
$34.00

Lesson
Sequence
●● Anticipatory activity
●● 2-page essay
●● Photo sequence
●● Social skill training
●● Comprehensive activity
●● Community-based
extension

Getting There DVD
Independent and safe use
of transportation
iPad App

Getting There stresses independent and safe use
of transportation methods and the importance
of good social skills when out and about. Covers
walking on community streets, taking a bus,
understanding community signs—all within
the context of a clever story.
Getting There DVD

Software

GT-06TR

$39.00

Community Success Software
Prepare for life in the community
Community Success Software helps individuals with disabilities, including autism,
prepare for community outings and eventual independence. It focuses on 24
important activities, like Riding the Bus, Grocery Shopping, and Movie Theater.
Information is made accessible through video modeling, photo-based directions,
talking stories, and vivid illustrations of social behaviors. Videos take place in
actual locations. Photos illustrate activities step by step. The short stories feature
professional narration with highlighted text and emphasize safety, activity tips, and
relevant vocabulary. You can also assign specific activities, and print out Step-byStep Social Skills, and Story pages. Also works with Explore Your Community.
Community Success Software
Community Success iPad App

1-800-327-4269

CS-07TR
APP-CS-07TR

$99.00
$40.00

LIFE SKILLS
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Living on Your Own
Housekeeping activities and interpersonal skills
Living on Your Own teaches a wide range of housekeeping activities
and related interpersonal skills necessary to be a successful citizen and
adult. Activities include the basics like indoor/outdoor maintenance,
personal care skills, and living with roommates. It also deals with basic
transition issues such as finding a job, having relationships, and living
independently. The heavily illustrated Survival Guide features vocabulary,
step-by-step activity sequences, comprehension quizzes, and photo
essays featuring age-appropriate models for the activities. Living
on Your Own includes DVD, Survival Guide, Reader, and PDF.

Living on Your Own
Living on Your Own LYO-11TR
$159.00
Survival Guide
LYO-01TR
$34.00
Reader
LYO-R01TR $29.00

Select-A-Meal

Keeping House

Dining out or eating at home

Step-by-step cleaning tasks

Select-A-Meal focuses on what you need to know when dining out
or eating at home. It includes a trainer‘s guide covering step-bystep dining at fast-food or table-service restaurants, cafeterias, or
home-based dining. Select-A-Meal includes: food cards, picture step
pages, communication cues, money aids, and progress forms. It also
emphasizes other skill areas such as table manners and appropriate
social skills. Plan meals or order meals by choosing from the 144 fullcolor laminated meal choice cards.

Keeping House presents housekeeping tasks, domestic and
vocational, in a step-by-step illustrated format. Includes a 217-page
trainer’s guide focusing on 48 housekeeping activities. Each task
is also described in an instructional-training format. Seventy-two
full-color laminated routine cards can be selected and arranged in
the pocket book to help users plan and remember a sequence of
cleaning activities independently.

Select-A-Meal
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Keeping House

KH-15TR

$89.00
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Shopping Smart
Illustrated step-by-step
sequences of shopping
Shopping Smart features illustrated, reproducible
step-by-step sequences of grocery and department
store shopping, plus related skills like planning for
shopping, dressing right, and unpacking purchases
at home. The book includes reproducible images
of shopping cards, a dollar counter, home storage
information, store location cues, and much, much
more. Instruction and training materials set goals
for achievement in each activity. Includes 288
full-color laminated Shopping Cards that
illustrate food, cleaning, personal care,
and clothing items. Each card fits easily
into the Pocket Book, which displays up
to 50 cards.
Shopping Smart
SC-15TR

$99.00

Stepping Out
Community-based training
Stepping Out is a community-based training program that takes
learning and skill development into the community! Individuals
learn a balanced blend of skills—from shopping to banking to
doing laundry—and go out on planned, supervised outings.
The Stepping Out Program sets lessons for 19 standard outings,
plus additional personalized activities. A unique collection of
23 Stepping Out Cues helps individuals perform activities without
prerequisite skills. The cues can be long-term adaptations or
faded as skills develop.
Stepping Out

ST-15TR

$159.00

Members of the Community
Prepare individuals for community outings
Community outings and activities are linked to teach individuals with special needs
essential community skills. Three levels of reproducible forms plus picture pages
for non-readers prepare clients for actual community outings. Provides a variety of
activities in various community locations including: grocery store, mall, library, video
store, restaurant, hospital, post office, kitchen, and airport.
Members of the Community

1-800-327-4269

MOC-02TR

$29.00
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Health Advocacy Curriculum
Living a healthy life
This program helps trainers teach individuals with developmental disabilities
how to live and maintain a healthy lifestyle. It covers what to do to stay healthy
and also specific conditions that are the result of an unhealthy lifestyle. The
curriculum includes the Health Advocacy Program book and DVD plus the
Supporting Healthy Lifestyles Guide and a Client Book, Making Healthy Choices.
The Health Advocacy Curriculum consists of specific skill instructions with
discussions and hands-on activities and client worksheets. It covers healthy
eating, exercise, relationships, sexuality, stress, and medical issues like high
blood pressure, diabetes, and depression. Curriculum includes Health Advocacy
Program, Supporting Healthy Lifestyles, and Making Healthy Choices workbook.
Health Advocacy Curriculum

HAP-12TR

$179.00

The Making Healthy Choices workbook
enhances the health and well-being of
learners in the Health Advocacy Program.
It has numerous handouts from the other
books in the program, includes activities to
improve student health, helps teach students
to make and achieve personal health goals,
and targets parental involvement. Each lesson
has fun activities for the classroom and home,
a health knowledge question, and a page for
jotting down health notes.

Looking Good
Personal care and grooming
This fully illustrated program is ideal to help
individuals learn and follow grooming activities.
Each activity is illustrated step-by-step in a
reproducible format and with complete training
suggestions. Looking Good includes a 215-page
trainer‘s guide focusing on 47 personal care
activities. Seventy-two laminated routine cards fit in
the pocket book to help users complete a sequence
of grooming activities independently.
Looking Good
LD-15TR
$89.00
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By
Don Bastian
and Tom Kinney

Life Skills—Independent
Explore Personal Care Introductory Kit
Personal hygiene and related skills
Explore Personal Care is a complete program that teaches personal hygiene and
related skills to individuals transitioning to the adult world. It covers a wide range
of independent living skills focusing on a manageable number of activities: 35 for
women, 31 for men. Activities include the basics like brushing teeth, taking showers,
and using deodorant, as well as buying clothes and getting along with friends.
Explore Personal Care is a program that seamlessly integrates print materials with
video, software, and an iPad app. This blended approach increases engagement
while helping you teach clients with varying abilities and learning preferences. The
Introductory Kit includes Personal Success Software, App, DVD, and Client Books.

Explore Personal Success Software
Step-by-Step Video

Personal Success, based on the Explore Personal Care Curriculum, covers hygiene,
dressing, health, and safety skills with separate presentations for men and women.
Features 31 personal care activities for men, and 35 for women. An easy-to-navigate
program with many features. Text is accompanied with professional narration;
photos and drawings are age-appropriate and illustrate key points; and quizzes test
individual comprehension. It provides video modeling, short essays, and step-bystep instructions for each of the activities.

Explore Personal
Care—Client Book
& Cards, Women

Explore Personal
Care—Client Book
& Cards, Men

Personal care for women

Personal care for men

Explore Personal Care provides a client
practice book specific to female needs.

Explore Personal Care provides a client
practice book specific to male needs.

Explore Personal Care

iPad App

Introductory Kit
Explore Personal Success Software
Explore Personal Success App
Client Bk & Cards for Women
Client Bk & Cards for Men

Software

Lesson Sequence

Vocabulary

1-800-327-4269

Facts

Step by Step

Helpful Tips

Problem
Solving

EX-P12TR
PS-07TR
APP-PS-07TR
EX-PW01TR
EX-PM01TR

$299.00
$99.00
$40.00
$42.00
$42.00

Quiz
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Life Skills—Look n’ Cook
Introductory Kit
Culinary instructions for
traditional recipes
The Look ‘n Cook Program teaches food preparation, meal
planning, and shopping skills to individuals interested
in culinary skill development, people with disabilities, or
individuals new to the U.S. This cookbook features recipe
illustrations that are clear, concise, and easy to “read.” Each
picture step has accompanying text. A color-coding system
makes it easy to follow measurement and temperature
requirements. The Cookbook has laminated pages inside
a wipe-clean, vinyl easel binder. Look ‘n Cook Lesson
Plans include 40 lessons teaching kitchen safety,
cooking techniques, and nutrition using the recipes
in Look ‘n Cook Cookbook. Each lesson lists objectives,
materials needed, and procedures with teaching suggestions. You can
print out from the PDF file recipe pages for each client to complete. The
DVDs feature a comprehensive collection of 62 recipes—all shot from
the point of view of the chef. Cooking steps are illustrated with clear
and concise live-action video. Each recipe is presented as a separate
movie, about two minutes long. Use as an interactive teaching tool or
as a preview before you start cooking. A second DVD features Madeline
Merced, a host on Taste TV, and covers important culinary concepts:
Safety First, Food Words, Kitchen Tools, and Cooking Hygiene. The
Intoductory Kit includes DVD, Cookbook, and Lesson Plans.

Vinyl Easel Binder

Look ‘n Cook
Introductory Kit
Cookbook
Lesson Plans
Cookbook DVD Set
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LC-10TR
LC-01TR
LC-02TR
LC-06TR

$129.00
$39.00
$39.00
$59.00
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Look ‘n Cook
Microwave
Cookbook
Introductory Kit
Easy microwave recipes
Look ‘n Cook Microwave Cookbook is a
practical survival cookbook for individuals
interested in learning culinary skills or
beginning cooking skills for their adult life.
The Look ‘n Cook Microwave Cookbook
has 68 updated, easy-to-make microwave
recipes that combine packaged and
from-scratch foods. Recipes are illustrated
step by step, so anyone can become
a successful cook. The Look ‘n Cook
Microwave Lesson Plans book has 32
lessons based on the Cookbook’s recipes
with focuses on safety, nutrition, meal
planning, and microwave techniques.
The Lesson Plans book includes a PDF for
printing recipe pages for individuals. The
Introductory Kit includes the Cookbook
and Lesson Plans with PDF disc.

Look n’ Cook Microwave
Introductory Kit
Microwave Cookbook

LC-M10TR
LC-M01TR

$69.00
$29.00

Home Cooking Cookbook
Step-by-step culinary work and cookbook
Mastering fundamental cooking skills is a big step towards a job in the
culinary field as well as independent living. The Cookbook includes 37
healthy, easy-to-prepare conventional and microwave recipes, printed in
full color. Recipes are illustrated step-by-step in easy-to-follow one- or
two-page formats, and organized by Main Dish, Side Dish, Vegetable,
Salad, and Dessert categories. Cookbook pages are laminated for
protection and displayed in an easel binder for easy viewing. A colorcoding system helps users measure quantities and match temperature
requirements. The Instructor’s Guide provides 38 lessons with
objectives and training suggestions.
Each lesson focuses on specific
kitchen skills, food and nutrition
information, or making complete
meals. Resource file pages contain
a reproducible section of mealplanning versions of all 38
cookbook recipes, plus 15
supplemental recipes.

Vinyl Easel Binder

Home Cooking Cookbook
HC-15TR
$99.00

1-800-327-4269
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Picture
Directions
Illustrated step-bystep activities
The goal of this program
is to teach clients to
follow picture directions in
sequence, complete important
activities independently, and
recognize words paired with the
illustrations. Each lesson features
an illustrated “You will need”
checklist, plus step-bystep instructions.
Picture Directions
PI-02TR
$49.00
Picture Directions eBook
EB-PI-02TR
$29.00

Picture Cue
Dictionary Software
Reference to help perform
everyday activities
Over 700 illustrated word cards combine text and
speech in an easy-to-navigate program. You can
create personalized individual or client lists by
arranging cards for daily activities, housekeeping,
personal care, mealtime, and shopping. Word cards
can be presented with or without text and speech,
with four activity options: identification, multiple
choice, match, and voice recorder. A sequenced word
list can reflect a daily routine, an activity schedule, or
a list. Create picture-based sheets and print cards in
various sizes.
Picture Cue Dictionary Software
CD-07TR $79.00
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AGE

Neutral

Budget Town
Money skills game
Players spend money, make change, watch budgets, and pay bills—just like in
the real world. Budget Town uses color-coding, cash transactions, and liberal use of
picture cues so it’s ideal for beginners or students learning to read. It includes a 20inch game board, instructions, updated category
cards, die, pawns, and a money tray with
updated bills and full-color coins from pennies
to gold dollars. For 2 to 6 players.

Budget City
Advanced money skills game
Players pay with checks, credit cards, or cash and collect interest on savings. Five difficulty
levels let you tailor the game to individual abilities, adding new components as skills
improve. Works on concepts like budget management and banking activities, too. Includes
20-inch game board, instructions, reproducibles, 48 pay/collect cards, 32 category cards,
2 banker boards, 2 player’s guide cards, assorted banking materials, 6 pawns, die and a
money tray with bills and full-color coins from pennies to gold dollars. For 2 to 6 players

Buy Both and Save!
Budget Games

BC-10TR

$59.00

Games also available separately

Budget Town
Budget City

BT-01TR
BC-01TR

$29.00
$39.00

Budget Games Package
Includes Budget Town and Budget City
Two best-selling games that let students have fun while
developing money handling skills.

Hands-On Money
Almost like real cash
The bills, $1–$100, look like real money but are made just small enough to be
used in practice situations. Coins are full-color, actual size on cardboard, with
a generous supply of pennies to gold dollar coins. Packed in an organized
box, ideal for storing and counting activities.
Includes a total of 210 bills ($1, $5, $10, $20, $50, and $100) and 280
coins (pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters, half-dollars, and one dollar
coins) in an organized box.
Hands-On Money

1-800-327-4269

HM-06TR

LIFE SKILLS

$29.00
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Patent
Awarded

No. D741,335

GoNow Cases™
Rugged Air Case

Carry, protect, and enhance
the sound of your iPad
40

Carry, protect, and enhance
the sound of your iPad!

30
25
20

3.2 decibels louder,
as measured by an
independent engineering lab

Sound Level (db)

Rubberized edging with sure-grip handle, hard
plastic exterior, and foam padded interior protect
your iPad from the bumps and drops of everyday
life. Their patent pending designs increase audio
clarity and volume. The fold-out feet make them
ideal for keyboarding. Easy access to all iPad
controls and the charging port lets you leave the
Case on wherever you go. Separate Cases for iPad
Air and iPad Air 2 models. Complete Package
includes Shoulder Strap, Screen Protector, and
reversible CoverStand. Size: 87⁄8” x 125⁄8” x 7⁄8”.
Weight: 16 oz. without iPad. 2-year warranty on Cases.

iPad in GoNow Case

35

15
10

iPad without Case

5
0

200

2000
Frequency (Hz)

20000

GoNow Cases increase the iPad volume
by an average of 3.2dB across all
measured frequencies.

Features
●● Built-in handles
●● Absorb shocks

Comfortable, sure-grip handle

●● Better audio
●● Magnetic lock/unlock
switches

GoNow Rugged Case for iPad Air
Convenient charging port access

GoNow Cases for iPad minis

Durable, high impact
GoNow Rugged case
absorbs shocks

●● Easy access to charging
dock and iPad controls
●● Accessories

Accessories

New Rugged Case for mini 4

Use our innovative
CoverStand as an angled
stand that elevates the
iPad up to 35 degrees,
or reverse it to cover
the iPad’s glass
screen. Fits Rugged
and Sleek Cases for
standard iPads. Does
not fit iPad mini Cases.

Cases available for all iPad minis. Choose either a
Rugged Case or Package for mini 4. Other iPad minis
(first 3 generations) have both Case and Package
options for Rugged and Sleek models. Packages
include the Case, transparent vinyl Screen Protector,
and adjustable Shoulder Strap. Mini Cases
have less volume output than the standard
iPad Cases.

Shoulder Strap fits all
GoNow Cases.

iPads not included

Note: the CoverStand does
not fit the iPad Mini Cases.
Size 6¾” x 105⁄8” x 7⁄8”.
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Screen Protectors are
transparent vinyl sheets that cover
iPad screens to protect
them from nicks
and scratches.
Available for all
GoNow Cases.

info@AttainmentCompany.com

GoNow Cases for iPads 2, 3, and 4
Both Rugged and Sleek Cases protect your iPad
while increasing sound output by three times!
Choose either the Rugged or the Sleek Case, or a Complete Package
that includes the Case, reversible CoverStand, transparent vinyl
Screen Protector, and adjustable Shoulder Strap.

GoNow Rugged Case
for iPads 2, 3, and 4
GoNow Sleek Case for
iPads 2, 3, and 4

The Rugged Case is as durable as the name implies, with
rubberized edging and sure-grip handle, hard plastic exterior,
and foam padded interior. The Sleek Case is available in
seven great colors! A good way to color code your iPads,
show your school colors, and add a splash of brightness to
your classroom.
You have easy access to all iPad controls, plus there’s an on/
off switch that uses the iPad’s magnetic capability. Size: 87⁄8” x
125⁄8” x 7⁄8”. Weight: 15 oz. without iPad. 2-year warranty
on Cases.

Patent
Awarded

iPads not
included

No. D741,335

Seven
colors!

GoNow Cases™
for iPad Airs
Rugged Air Case

GO-AIR01TR

$79.00

Rugged Air Package

GO-AIR012TR

$119.00

Rugged Air 2 Case

GO-AIR201TR

$79.00

Rugged Air 2 Package

GO-AIR212TR

$119.00

Case only
Includes GoNow Rugged Case, Shoulder Strap, Screen
Protector, and CoverStand
Case only
Includes GoNow Rugged Case, Shoulder Strap, Screen
Protector, and CoverStand

for iPad mini 4
Rugged mini 4 Case

GO-MINR4TR

$69.00

Case only

Rugged mini 4 Package

GO-MINRP4TR

$85.00

Includes GoNow Rugged mini Case, Shoulder Strap, and
Screen Protector

Choose black, silver,
blue, orange, green,
purple, or red

for iPad mini — first three generations
Rugged Case

GO-MINR23TR

$69.00

Case only

Rugged mini Package

GO-MINRP2TR

$85.00

Includes GoNow Rugged mini Case, Shoulder Strap, and
Screen Protector

Sleek Case

GO-MIN01TR

$39.00

Silver case only

Sleek mini Package

GO-MINP01TR

$55.00

Includes GoNow Sleek mini Case, Shoulder Strap, and
Screen Protector

Rugged Case

GO-RUG23TR

$79.00

Rugged Package

GO-RUGP2TR

$119.00

Sleek Case - Black

GO-BPAD23TR

$49.00

Case only

Sleek Case - Silver

GO-PAD23TR

$49.00

Case only

Sleek Case - Blue

GO-UPAD23TR

$49.00

Case only

Sleek Case - Orange

GO-OPAD23TR

$49.00

Case only

Sleek Case - Green

GO-GPAD23TR

$49.00

Case only

Sleek Case - Purple

GO-PPAD23TR

$49.00

Case only

Sleek Case - Red

GO-RPAD23TR

$49.00

Case only

Sleek Package

GO-PADP23TR

$89.00

Includes GoNow Sleek Case, Shoulder Strap, Screen
Protector, and CoverStand

for iPads 2, 3, and 4

(specify Case color)

Case only
Includes GoNow Rugged Case, Shoulder Strap, Screen
Protector, and CoverStand

Accessories
CoverStand

GO-STD23TR

$39.00

for iPads Air, Air 2 and iPads 2, 3, 4

Shoulder Strap

GO-STRAPTR

$10.00

for all size Cases

$10.00

Please specify iPad model

Screen Protector

1-800-327-4269

View GoNow Case
video on our website!
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GoTalk 9+

StepPad

Easy-carry large
display device

Powerful, easy task support tool

Increase independence by using the
GoTalk 9+ to initiate conversations,
support daily activities, cue
vocational activity steps, participate
in small group work, tell personal
anecdotes, practice speaking and
articulation. The GoTalk 9+ provides
fantastic sound with volume
control, easy sequential recording,
quick level erase, built-in storage,
record lock, and 2-year warranty. This device is very durable and
easily carried from home, to work, or into the community.
GoTalk 9+

GT-09TR

Auditory
Cueing

The StepPad is a powerful yet easy-to-use training
or cognitive support tool. Now you can be in two
places at one time providing the supports and cues individuals need
when learning a new task. For people who have trouble completing
multi-step tasks independently, StepPad is used as an
ongoing support tool. Directions that you record are
played back in sequence, one step at a time, to prompt
the user on what to do next. The StepPad functions
well as both a short-term teaching tool and a longterm assistant.
Step Pad

ST-P05TR

$49.00

Size: 6 ⁄2” x 2 ⁄2” x 1”. Weight: 5.3 oz.
2 AA batteries, Velcro® strap, lanyard included.
1

1

$179.00

Size: 9” x 12” x 11⁄₈”. Weight: 23 oz. Total recording time: 8.25 min.
Includes 2 AA batteries, 2-year warranty.

TimeCue

Size: 4” x 21⁄2” x 1⁄2”
when closed

Prompt-cue device
Record a message,
then set the clock to
play it back at just the
right time. Remind
users that “Work break begins in five minutes,” or “It’s 3 o’clock, time to
go home.” You can also add a picture cue for additional information.
TimeCue

TU-01TR

$16.00

GoTalk® Pocket
Portable device for messages-directions-cues
The GoTalk Pocket is lightweight, contoured, and small enough
to fit in your hand, pocket, or purse. Attach the lanyard and you
can wear it. Six message keys with five levels give the user
plenty of options. Pictures slide in easily and are stored in
a removable compartment on the back if needed. GoTalk
Pocket is rugged, attractive, easy to use, and has great
sound quality. It can be used as a message or prompting
tool for a given task at home, in the community, or on the
job. Workers create positive self-talk too!
GoTalk Pocket

GT-P06TR

$159.00

Size: 31⁄2” x 51⁄2” x 1”.
Weight: 7 oz.

Total
recording
time:
5 minutes.
Includes
3 AAA
batteries
and 2-year
warranty.
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A Velcro® strap is included to
attach the StepPad to a belt.

StepPad Mini
Multi-step cueing
The StepPad Mini is a slimmed down
version of our popular StepPad. The Mini
provides multistep auditory cueing for
an activity with a total of 72 seconds of
recording time. Users press PLAY to use
the cue as often as needed. Press FF for
the next step or REW for the previous
one. You can edit any step without
affecting others within the sequence.
Small, discreet, and super easy to use.
Step Pad Mini
AT-S01TR

$29.00

Includes a pocket clip and batteries.
Size: 21⁄8” x 31⁄2” x 1⁄2”.

VoiceCue
Prompts-cues/motivation

It’s time for
your break.

A clever, discrete cue device for up
to five messages with a clock for the
messages to start at a pre-set time. Each message
can be assigned two playback times. For example,
record “Time to start packaging” and set the clock
to play the message at 8 a.m. and again at 1 p.m.
after lunch. If the message catches you off guard
and you’re not sure what it said, just press the replay
button to repeat the last message. Change messages
or playback times anytime you want.
VoiceCue

VC-05TR

$39.00

Size: 2 ⁄2” x 43⁄₈” x 5⁄₈”. Weight: 3.5 oz.
1
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GoTalk One

Attainment Talker 6
Record sequential directions
This Attainment Task Talker is easy to record with and use! Each
location has 10 seconds of recording time, and includes a protective
neoprene glove. The AT6 has six messages with a large (1½-inch)
active area for each message. Touch each active area to play back
the direction for each step of the task you are working to complete.
Attainment Talker 6

AT-G6TR

$39.00

Size: 12¼” x 2¼” x ½”
Weight: 6 oz.
2 AAA batteries
included

Inexpensive, singlemessage device
Excellent for recording each step of a task,
message, or motivational cues for quick
play-back. Put a corresponding picture into
the covered frame and slide the switch on
the back to RECORD. Press the PLAY button
and talk for up to 10 seconds. When you’re
done recording, slide the switch to PLAY.
Your GoTalk One is ready!
GoTalk One
Six GoTalk Ones

GT-01TR
GT-16TR

$12.00
$59.00

Size: 21⁄4” x 43⁄4” x 1⁄4”. Weight: 2 oz.

Personal Talker

GoTalk Button

Small portable talker

Magnetic singlemessage device
The GoTalk Button records one 10-second
message and the large PLAY button ensures
Size: 2” diameter
easy use. Because you do the recording, the
message can be in any language, dialect, or
I’d like a
accent for any direction, prompt, or motivational
glass of juice,
cue. Its compact size (about 2 in. diameter)
please.
makes it easy to slip in your pocket. Or use
the built-in magnet to display on the fridge
or any metal surface.
GoTalk Button GT-00TR $12.00
Six GoTalk Buttons GT-06TR $59.00

Express One
Ideal for wall mounting as
a talking sign (reminder to
wash hands, company event,
holiday reminder, or recording
task directions). Just touch the
picture or the play button
to activate the message.
Express One has 10 seconds
of recording time, quality
recorded speech playback, volume control and a 5 x 7 inch touch
sensitive area. Durable, lightweight and extremely easy to use. A
snug-fitting protective neoprene glove increases durability and
reduces unwanted movement when mounted or used on a tabletop.
Happy
Birthday,
Grace!

GT-EG01TR

1-800-327-4269

Personal Talker
AT-P01TR $12.00
Six Personal Talkers AT-P06TR $59.00

Size: 21⁄2” x 21⁄2” x 5⁄8”

No Touch Motion Pad

Large display message device

Express One

The pocket-sized Personal Talker
has 10 seconds of recording time,
enough time to record several
cues, or sentences. Record a task
direction or verbal instruction for selfprompting. A pen point is needed to record,
eliminating accidental erasure/recording.
Place a picture on the front cover, and
then simply press the cover to activate the
message or cue.

$39.00

Motion-activated device
This tool teaches an individual to move towards a target, but doesn’t
require actual contact to activate the message. Only a slight movement
of a finger, toe, or a body part activates the motion-sensitive device.
Record the messages or cues unique to your needs. Picture cues
can be used as well. Record up to a 6-second message for no-touch
communication or verbal prompting, or set the unit by your door or
a work task
Size: 2½” x 3” x ¾” x 1”
to alert you
Weight: 5 oz.
to anyone
Be sure
entering or
to walk
leaving.
the dog.
No Touch
Motion Pad
NTT-01TR
$49.00
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Time Timer
Watches

Green
Pocket Timer

Small

Wrist watch with
visual time telling

Count down or
count up timer

Time Timer Plus Watches are
personal time management
tools that feature three helpful
modes: Clock, Alarm, and Timer.
Comfortable, replaceable silicone
bands. Available in small
and large sizes.

Green Pocket Timer
PT-G01TR
$5.00

Use the Pocket Timer to reinforce attention to
task and to develop independence by alerting
individuals when a job is done or it’s time to
move on. Also great for cooking lessons, timed
tasks, or other activities in which time is integral.

Large

Time Timer Watches
Small
Large

TI-TWS01TR
TI-TW01TR

$79.00
$79.00

Size: 2½” x 2½” x ½”

Time Timer

Time Timer 8”

Visual time telling
Time Timers allow you to judge how much time is left without having to know
how to tell time. A great addition to individual and group activities. Users see how
much time is left in red on the clock face. Provides an optional audible signal.

Time Timer Plus
Convenient built-in carry handle
Time Timer Plus has a convenient built-in carry handle,
timer volume control, clear protective lens, and a center
dial to set the timer. Size: 5½ x 7 inches.

Time Timer 3”

Time Timers
Time Timer 3”
Time Timer 8”
Time Timer 12”
Time Timer Plus

TI-T03TR
TI-T08TR
TI-T12TR
TI-TP01TR

$30.00
$35.00
$40.00
$39.00
Time Timer 12”
Time Timer Plus
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Giant Display
Calculator

Talking Calculator
A calculator that speaks
Simplify arithmetic by providing a calculator that talks. It voices
numeric entries and computations in easy-to-understand speech
(English only). Choose
between the complete
Five
number speech,
hundred
“seventy-eight,” or
twenty-six
the digit-by-digit
speech,”seven, eight.”
Features volume control, mute
option, and angled display.

Large accessible
calculator
The Giant Display Calculator lives
up to its name! The 11 x 8-inch
calculator is easy to see, reach,
and operate. It comes with an
adjustable LCD panel. Ideal for
individuals who have difficulty
operating regular-size calculators.

Talking Calculator
CAL-T01TR
$14.00

Giant Display Calculator
CAL-H01TR
$9.00
Size: 8” x 11”

Size: 6½ x 4¼”

Attainment Bins
Great place to store parts & pieces
Attainment bins provide the durable bins
needed for work tasks involving assembly,
packaging, sorting, and organizing. They are
used at home, school, or in the community to
establish a neat and orderly environment
of all the items and materials
you frequently use.
Easy-scoop front on all
Attainment bins

Attainment Bins

BIN-01TR

100% Recycled Plastic

$49.00

Desktop Carrel

Desktop Slant Board

Reduce distractions

A portable work surface

Fits any desk or tabletop while
providing an instant barrier
to visual distractions. Ideal for
clients who occasionally need
a little help to concentrate.
Made of solid, durable PVC
plastic, hinged together with
strong filament. It’s lightweight,
portable, and easy to set up
in seconds. Dimensions when
open: 15 in. high x 10 in. deep x
24 to 18 in. wide, weighs 4.1 lbs.

Ergonomic, portable work surface designed to maximize efficient
writing, reading, and other activities. Set it at the desired angle
with an easy-to-operate adjustable arm. Includes nonglare surface
and pencil edge. Weighs 2.5 lbs. Surface is 14 x 14 in. Made from
durable PVC plastic.

Desktop Carrel
DC-10TR $89.00

1-800-327-4269

Desktop Slant Board
SL-00TR
$69.00

Buy Both & Save!
Desktop Carrel & Slant Board
DCS-10TR
$139.00
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Transition Tablet
All-in-one tablet with apps
All-in-one hardware and software solution for training in life
skills, independent living skills, and work-development skills.
A built-in touch screen converts from a standard computer
layout to handheld tablet. Includes 14 of Attainment’s math,
literacy, and life skills programs preloaded and ready to go.
An ideal AT tool for transition individuals. Includes
Asus Transformer Book Flip
TP200SA computer.
See our website

for detailed
computer specs

Transition Tablet
TMS-10TR $999.00

GoTalk Overlay Software
Easy access to printing picture-based
directional cues or prompts
A necessity when you need to make pages for picture-based job
prompts, or sequential picture-based task directions. A built-in
library contains over 1200 photos and illustrations, plus more
than 3700 symbols for you to use. It’s easy to bring in your own
photos or illustrations too!

Converts to a
hand-held tablet

Use like a
standard laptop

Transform
any worksheet!

GoWorksheet
Maker iPad App
Quickly convert printed
forms, applications, or
worksheets into accessible
digital forms

Do you have a stack of printed activities, applications,
worksheets, or forms in your center or classroom that you would
love to use, but some of your clients struggle with pencil-onpaper activities? GoWorksheet Maker easily solves this problem
by converting printed forms to customizable digital forms on
an iPad to create interactive
activities. Take a photo of the
printed form or open an image or
PDF file in the app. Then
customize the digital form
to your client’s needs.
Create text fields, word
banks, and drag-and-drop
text or image answers.
Supportive auditory options can
also be added to text or image
answer choices.
GoWorksheet Maker iPad App
APP-GWS-07TR $20.00
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GoTalk Overlay Software

GT-07TR

GoTalk NOW

$79.00

Turn your

iPad into
a GoTalk!

Makes an iPad a work/
life skills coach

Create videos modeling task
completion, picture-based
directions, provide auditory cues with picture supports, and
more! Add additional voice prompts and user cues to direct
independent performance of any activity.
GoTalk NOW

APP-GTN-07TR

$80.00

Features
● Easy to share and back up
● Limitless communication
pages and books
● Free online template
gallery
● Play music

● Create video modeling
sequences
● Built-in Internet image
search
● Auditory and visual
scanning
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Attainment Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 930160 • Verona, Wisconsin 53593-0160 USA
Buy online: www.AttainmentCompany.com
Email: info@AttainmentCompany.com

Phone: 1-800-327-4269
Fax: 1.800.942.3865

Outside North America
Phone: +1-608-845-7880 • Fax: +1.608.845.8040

Prices Effective until 2/1/17
We accept purchase orders, checks,
money orders (payable to
Attainment Company, Inc.),
VISA, MasterCard, and Discover Card.

Our Federal ID#: 39-1365288
Guarantee: Everything we sell is completely guaranteed. If you’re not satisfied with your purchase, return
it within 30 days for a full price refund, replacement, or exchange.
Returns: We make returning a product as fast and easy as ordering. Call us at 1-800-327-4269 from 8:00
AM to 5:00 PM (Central Time) weekdays and we’ll help you arrange a return, replacement, or exchange.

SymbolSupport App
Easily create picture supported text
SymbolSupport App is a program that allows you to effortlessly add symbols to
any directions or text, as you type or speak. The app can also read the directions
or text with a high-quality text-to-speech voice and word-by-word highlighting.
This support helps your clients understand written instructions, directions, or assignments. The App is
compatible with the iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch.
SymbolSupport App

APP-SYM-07TR

1-800-327-4269

$40.00
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Enhance Social Skills Package
Social skill supports for individuals
with special needs
Instructional supports ideal for individuals with a
developmental disability or autism. Enhancements quickly
and inexpensively upgrade instruction and target critical
social skills. Enhancements are flexible and ready to use
right out of the box. They blend hands-on and print
materials with multimedia software, creating an
engaging learning environment that makes
instruction fun.
Enhance Social Skills Package
EN-SS10TR
$249.00

EN-ETR

Explore product details:
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Acting Out Social Skills: Beyond
the Basics

4

Explore Social Skills Introductory Kit

5

Social Success Software

5

Focus on Feelings Book with PDF on CD

6

Focus on Feelings Software

6

Enhance Functional
Life Skills Package
Instructional supports for
individuals with a developmental
disability including autism
Instructional supports ideal for clients
with a developmental disability or autism.
Enhancements quickly and inexpensively
upgrade instruction in important life skill
areas. Enhancements are flexible and ready to
use right out of the box. They blend hands-on
and print materials with multimedia software,
creating an engaging learning environment
that makes instruction fun.
Enhance Functional Life Skills Package
EN-FLS10TR
$379.00
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with PDF on CD
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Explore Personal Success Software
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Look ‘n Cook Cookbook
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